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R. Bekkin

THE ISLAMIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT
OF PETROGRAD STATE UNIVERSITY
(ONE LITTLE KNOWN PAGE
OF A. Ơ. SCHMIDT'S BIOGRAPHY)
In 1925 in the “Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR” a “Remark on Scholarly Notes of
Prof. A. Ơ. Schmidt” prepared by I. Iu. KrachkovskiƱ,
V. V. Barthold and S. F. Ol'denburg, full members of the
Academy of Sciences, was published due to the fact of
Schmidt's nomination for a corresponding member of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR. “The Professor of
the Central Asiatic State University in Tashkent
A. Ơ. Schmidt is probably the only scholar whose works
deal exclusively with the Islamic studies” — the “Remark” said [1].
The list of Schmidt's works is eloquent of his well
defined scholarly specialization: from the first publication “The Application of the Fiqh System to the Arabic
Grammar” in the “Collection of Articles of Professor
Baron V. R. Rosen's Students” [2] to the works of the
middle of 30ies — the hardest period in his life. Returning in summer of 1934 from Kazan exile [3], tired and
broken-hearted Schmidt continued studying Arabic
manuscripts in the State Public Library of Uzbek SSR
till his tragic death in 1939. Some of his works of the
Tashkent period have not been published until now [4].
Some were started and not completed.
Through the whole of his life the scholar could not
find time for unhurried armchair work. Until October
Revolution Schmidt was obliged to combine teaching at
the university with the service at other places in order to
provide for his family. In August, 1918 Schmidt who
had been appointed as an ordinary professor of Petrograd
University a month before [5], returned to the capital of
RSFSR from German-occupied Iur'ev (Dorpat, Tartu),
where he had spent nearly a year. We know nearly
nothing about Iur'ev period in the life of Alexander Ơduardovich. Judging by surviving letters and postcards, he
succeeded in drowning himself in Islamic studies for a
short while, though his economic condition was far from
satisfactory [6].
In Petrograd Schmidt continued to combine his work
at the former Imperial Public Library with teaching at
Petrograd University. In Public Library Alexander Ơduardovich at first headed economic-administrative unit,
© R. Bekkin, 2014

then the Department of General Catalogue and the Department of Oriental Languages Books simultaneously [7]. From May, 1919 Schmidt also undertook
charges of assistant director of the library. Besides his
work in Petrograd he made frequent trips to Moscow for
lecturing at the Lazarev Institute of Oriental Languages,
as well as for participating in the meetings of the Organizing Committee and then the Scientific Council of
Turkestan State University (TurkSU) which was being
formed in Tashkent [8].
As early as in 1917 by the resolution of Provisional
government Schmidt along with other major
St. Petersburg orientalists (V. V. Barthold, N. I. VeselovskiƱ, N. Ia. Marr, A. N. SamoƱlovich, S. F. Ol'denburg
and others) was appointed the member of the Organizing
Committee on Turkestan University foundation in
Tashkent. Schmidt played one of the key parts in the
so-called Moscow group of Turkestan University, being
in charge of the acquisition of the library of the institute
to-be. In April, 1920 sanitary train with a group of
teachers of TurkSU arrived at Tashkent from
Moscow [9]. This respectable group was headed by
A. Ơ. Schmidt. Having found himself in Tashkent, Alexander Ơduardovich quite soon took the decision to stay
in this town forever, having devoted himself to organizational, teaching and scholarly activities.
Alongside with the work on the foundation of
TurkSU Schmidt took an active part in organization of
another educational institution — Turkenstan Oriental
Institute (TOI) [10]. In April, 1920 he was elected as
a professor of the Arabic literature and Islamic Studies
Department (created on his initiative and with his active
participation) of TOI, and on December 18, 1920 he became the rector of the Institute. In 1924 after the TOI
was reorganized to the Faculty of the Central Asiatic
State University (CASU), Schmidt became a dean of the
Oriental Faculty of the CASU.
On the post of the dean Alexander Ơduardovich had
not only to manage the faculty, but to defend its right to
exist [11]. In spite of the fact that Schmidt was directly
concerned with the foundation of both TOI and TurkSU
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(CASU) he resisted the merging of these two educational
institutions to the utmost. This is evidenced by his letters
and telegrams of that period. Thus, in the telegram, addressed to A. N. SamoƱlovich on February 25, 1924,
Schmidt wrote:
It is supposed to merge the institution with the university. Will you find the possibility, using paid answer by
telegraph, to ask FaƱzulla Khodzhaev [12] at Bukhara
through the Central Asian bureau to protest and to support
the independent institute? Institute sends him motivated
presentation. His statement may have a decisive importance. Schmidt [13].

Schmidt understood that joining the Turkestan Oriental Institute with CASU would mean a gradual abolishment of oriental studies. The example of the Historical and Philological Faculty of CASU and the Oriental
Languages Faculty of Petrograd University was in his
memory [14].
Besides worries about the fate of the faculty Schmidt
had to fight for separate departments and divisions. The
Islamic studies were the special subject of worries of
Schmidt-dean and Schmidt-professor. He wrote:
The nearest next worry of Institute's heads was at first,
substitution of some empty departments and above all the
Department of the Islamic Studies as threshold to further
study and understanding of Muslim East… [15].

In the spring of 1920 the Arabic literature and Islamic
Studies Department had really appeared in the TOI.
A. Ơ. Schmidt was elected as its professor.
Schmidt's special interest to establish a specialized
Department of the Islamic Studies in TurkSU was not
random. Several years earlier, in 1918, while being the
professor of Petrograd University at the Arabic Literature
Department, A. Ơ. Schmidt put forward an initiative to
organise the Islamic Studies Department at the Oriental
Language Faculty (OLF). This page in Schmidt's biography is in some way a “white spot” in the history of native
oriental studies. Dealing with the work of Alexander Ơduardovich at Petrograd University, researchers mention that
in 1918—1920 he was the ordinary professor of the Arabic Literature Department. At the same time there was no
information about the Islamic Studies Department,
founded owning to his efforts [16]. Meanwhile, this short
episode in his biography gives the key to understanding
his activities in Tashkent, where he arrived not only as
a scholar but as a science manager too.
A note copy made from original written by Schmidt
is kept in the Central State Archive of St. Petersburg.
This document is interesting first of all because it is an
evidence of successful initiative on foundation of the
Department of Islamic Studies at St. Petersburg / Petrograd University, first one in Russia.
The detailed reason of the department foundation
takes a little over two pages of the “Remark” dated by
November 14, 1918. In the beginning of it Schmidt addresses the predecessors' experience, basing upon data,
given in the “Materials for History of the Oriental Lan-
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guages Faculty”, especially, in the second and fourth
volumes [17]:
As early as in 1872, on the authority of St. Petersburg
University Council petition submitted at the suggestion of
the Oriental Languages Faculty, Minister of People's Education permitted to substitute vacant at that time “Tatar
dialects' readership” by teaching of Islamic jurisprudence,
with its introducing to the range of obligatory faculty subjects for Arabian — Persian — Turkish grade students of
the Oriental Languages Faculty and with joining it to the
Arabic Literature Department… [18] (figs. 1—3).
The author of initiative of Islamic jurisprudence teaching was the then dean of Oriental Languages Faculty Professor I. N. Berezin. He offered Kumyk scientist and poet
Muhammed Osmanov as a nominee for Turkish lecturer.
Osmanov was both a teacher and a Muslim religious leader
(Effendi of His Imperial Majesty Escort). For him Islamic
jurisprudence was not only a theoretical discipline but
a vivid law which he faced in everyday life. It is not surprising that while preparing and lecturing the course of Islamic jurisprudence Osmanov based himself mainly on Islamic legal tradition, but not on the approaches of European scholarship, that made its first steps in Islamic law
study [19]. The main study guide of the Islamic jurisprudence course was Mukhtaκar of ণanafi jurist Abǌ
al-ণusayn al-QudǌrƯ (Mukhtaκar al-QudǌrƯ). Students also
were given opinions of the other schools representatives on
different questions of fiqh. Later on the course of Islamic
jurisprudence was taught by V. F. Girgas [20].

Teaching the other disciplines now referred to the
Islamic studies at the Oriental Languages Faculty was
out of question. Schmidt wrote in the cited note:
At that time acquaintance with religious doctrine of Islam almost did not extend further acquaintance with religious-ritual side, which fully is within a scope of Islamic
law [21].

This observation was true not only for our country.
The level of the Islamic disciplines teaching at the Oriental Languages Faculty of St. Petersburg University in
the second half of the 19th century was in exact accordance with the level of the Islamic studies both in Russia
and in the West. But at the end of the 19th — beginning
of the 20th century
thanks to the works of such scientists as Mehren,
Goldziher, Spitta, Hootsma, Kremer, Schreiner,
Snouck-Hurgronje, Macdonald and many others, Islam in
its entirety was involved in the field of teaching as a religious system that left its defined mark on the peculiar
Muslim culture, which in its time became a visible factor in
the history of human civilization [22],

Schmidt wrote.
In other words, within the period specified by
Schmidt Islamic studies were formed as independent

R. BEKKIN. The Islamic Studies Department of Petrograd State University…
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discipline that in turn actualized the question of the
foundation of a specialised department.
One of the most well-known projects in the field was
initiated by the Oriental Languages Faculty in 1894 in
response to the note of V. V. Vel'iamiov-Zernov, written
after his participation in testing commission of the Oriental Languages Faculty at St. Petersburg University.
Vel'iamiov-Zernov criticised the existing system of
“Muslim languages” teaching on the faculty. In the answer mentioned above the faculty applied, among other
issues, for the foundation of Islamic jurisprudence department [23]. But the department has not been created
for some obscure reasons.
Since 1901 till nowadays all projects of the University Rules contain the point on the foundation of department specializing on Islamic studies. But that did not
lead to practical results.
The October Revolution did not take off from
agenda the question of the department foundation. Contrariwise, according to Schmidt, the issue became more
urgent in new conditions, “when next in turn there is
a question of education on religious-philosophical faculty” [24].
Study of the religious system of Islam along with other
world religions cannot but enter the programme of this new
faculty: the very possibility of such a study of Islam would
be completely ensured by the existence of the independent
Islamic Studies Department at the Oriental Languages Faculty [25],

Schmidt wrote.
From our point of view that final provision of the
“Remark” contains a key idea for understanding the future department significance. In spite of the existence of
the project of Religious-Philosophical Faculty that was
to provide the study of different religions, functions of
the teaching of subjects connected with Islam should be
realized by a specialized department at OLF, as far as the
Islamic studies are an independent oriental discipline, at
least, from the end of 19th century.
Schmidt's “Remark” was prepared for meeting of
Council of the Oriental Languages Faculty, where the
initiative of Alexander Ơduardovich was unanimously
supported. N. Ia. Marr, the dean the OLF, addressed the
University Council with corresponding application. Just
after few days on November 22, 1918 at the meeting of
Petrograd University Council the unanimous decision
about the Islamic Studies Department foundation was
taken. With good reason this date can be considered as a
department's birthday. (In the “Remark” of
Prof. A. Ơ. Schmidt cited above the foundation year was
indicated as 1919 [26]. A. A. Dolinina in her book
“Captive of Duty” names more exact date, but at the
same time indicates that the department foundation was
conditioned primarily by the necessity to give
KrachkovskiƱ the professor's degree:
In autumn of the year 1918 N. Ia. Marr raised the question about the Islamic Studies Department foundation specially to provide KrachkovskiƱ the post of professor… His
efforts were crowned with success and on November 2,
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1918 KrachkovskiƱ was given the professor's degree [27]
(figs. 4—5).

A more difficult situation arises with the further
history of the department. We have not been able to determine its teaching personnel so far. It is entirely possible that only one person, i. e. A. Ơ. Schmidt, was assigned to the department [28]. There had been such
a practice in the history of OLF, and then of the Oriental
Faculty of Leningrad University [29].
It is known that Schmidt provided the Islamic law
teaching and other subjects from the Islamic studies cycle. Other disciplines were lectured by the teachers from
other departments. That is why it is entirely possible that
the department liquidation in 1921 [30] could be connected with reorganizations on the Faculty itself [31]
(this is spoken directly in the “Remark” of KrachkovskiƱ,
Barthold and Ol'denburg [32]), and with the fact that
Schmidt by that time finally moved to Tashkent [33].
There was no specialist at Petrograd University who was
able to provide a replacement for him.
Analysis of the professors and teachers' list of OLF
in 1918—1920 proves this idea — only two people here
can be regarded as specialists in Islamic studies: Schmidt
and KrachkovskiƱ [34]. If we take into account a stipulation, made in the “Remark” and given in the first paragraph of the present article, there is only one such person, i. e. Schmidt. Was KrachkovsiƱ the department
member? We have no documents in our disposal confirming that. Correspondence of Schmidt with V. V. Barthold also does not permit us to speak that the
outstanding orientalist was lecturing at this department [35]. Thus, with a great part of probability we can
affirm that the personal factor played the key role in the
history of the Islamic Studies Department. It was established for the given person, the unique specialist in Islamic studies, and ceased to exist after he had stopped
working at the University [36].
As to the Arabic Literature and Islamic Studies Department [37] in Turkestan Oriental University, at first
its fate was more or less successful. There is an evidence
of A. Ơ. Schmidt:
During the academic years of 1920—1921 and
of 1921—1922, owing to flow of qualified forces from the
centre, we managed to strengthen the teaching considerably, in particular Arabic and Islamic studies… [38].

To the year 1922 the Islamic Studies Department along
with other four departments of TOI, Iranian Philology,
Philosophy, Science of Language and State Law, received their lectures [39].
At the Oriental Faculty Schmidt deliver lectures on
Islamic studies, Islamic law, Islamic exegetics and dogmatics and several other disciplines [40]. A. Ơ. Schmidt
also provided the teaching of the Islamic studies and Islamic law at the Economics and Law Faculty of
TurkSU — CASU [41].
However as late as in the middle 1920ies a lot of
courses connected with Islamic culture and history have
been abolished. At the Oriental Department of CASU the
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emphasis was made not on the teaching of Islamic studies but on the Arabic literature course. Thus, the course
of Islamic law, lectured by A. Ơ. Schmidt, was called
“Works on Fiqh as Arabic Literature Monuments”. Another Islamic studies course had the following title: “The
Qur’Ɨn as a Literature Monument” [42]. At the end of
1920ies the teaching of even these disciplines had been
cancelled at the faculty.
In his letter to SamoƱlovich dated by 03.07.1926,
Schmidt has not already been as optimistic as four years
ago in the cited article from the journal of People's
commissariat for education of Turkestan Republic:
The situation with Arabists is bad here — I have no assistant! Once I braced my forces, loaded myself too much
with lectures and conducted one class of graduates of the
Islamic studies and Arabic literature degree; three persons
had graduated, and not so bad, but one of them (my
Ơdia [43]) concurrently had graduated from the Turkish
degree, in which he had desired to specialize, and two others did not stay at the faculty. Thus, this degree is inactive
now: I teach Arabic as subsidiary language only at the
other departments [44].

As we can see from this letter, among the students of
CASU there were no people interested in Islamic studies.
To the year of 1930 Alexander Ơduardovich had
only one course at the University, i. e. the “Arabic Elements in Uzbek”. But according to Schmidt at the end of
the year this subject was abolished too [45]. In November, 1930 Schmidt received a proposal to move to
Dushanbe and to take a position at the future Tajik State
Scientific Research Institute [46]. Alexander Ơduardovich seriously thought about this, but soon he had to
change his plans.
According to official version given by some editions
even today, A. Ơ. Schmidt was discharged from the University on March 9, 1931 by his own free will in connection with “the termination of teaching on Pedagogic
and other Faculties of Arabic language and literature and
other Oriental disciplines” [47]. But this is the only one
part of truth. In May, 1931 along with 11 professors and
teachers of CASU Schmidt was arrested. He was accused in anti-revolutionary activities according to the
art. 58 of the Criminal Code of RSFSR [48]. At the beginning of 1932 Alexander Ơduardovich was sent to the
administrative exile to Kazan. There at first (March —
June, 1932) he worked at the Central Scientific Library
of Tatar ASSR, and then (from 01.07.1932 to
15.05.1934) as a chief planner-economist in the system
of industrial cooperation [49].
When Schmidt returned from exile the work at
CASU was out of question. The story with the Oriental
Languages Faculty of Petrograd University repeated. It
was a period when Schmidt's idea about Russian (Soviet)
school of Islamic studies, to put it mildly, did not arouse
sympathy with the authorities. In addition, the Oriental
Faculty of CASU was accused of ineffectiveness in the
preparing the Orientalists among the native population.
As well as the Oriental Languages Faculty of Petrograd
University, the Oriental Faculty of the CASU did not
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succeeded in providing conditions for the preparation of
specialists in Islamic studies and in using in full the scientific potential of A. Ơ. Schmidt, the world class specialist. It took decades to return to the projects considered as back as at the end of 19th — beginning
20th century at St. Petersburg University.
None the less Schmidt's efforts were not futile. Being the one who was ahead of his time, he was not fated
to see the results of his work. That school of Islamic
studies, to the foundation of which Alexander Ơduardovich made considerable efforts, appeared several decades
later at the Leningrad Branch of the Institute of Oriental
Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Spiritual successors of Schmidt belong to the generation of
children of the Petrograd and the Central Asiatic State
Universities graduates, who had the possibility to listen
to Alexander Ơduardovich lectures, but for various reasons did not specialize in the Islamic studies [50]. The
Tashkent school of Islamic studies is linked to the Leningrad's one by the numerous ties. This is a separate
subject demanding a special investigation. The history of
the Islamic Studies Department of Petrograd University
awaits further inquiry. Information at our present disposal allows us to make some important conclusions,
concerning both the past and the present.
In the first place, it is necessary to underline that
the department foundation became a logical result of
the Islamic studies development as a separate direction
in orientalism, that determined its belonging to the Oriental Languages Faculty, but not to the Philosophy one.
Department foundation at Petrograd University became
the first important step on the way of institutional formation of Islamic studies as an independent scientific
discipline.
At the same time it should not go unmentioned that
the department at St. Petersburg / Petrograd University
appeared with ten-years delay at least. The result was
that the department in the new conditions had no time to
prepare specialists in Islamic studies, and native Islamic
studies dropped behind the foreign science. Places of
professional specialists in Islamic studies were occupied
by odious people like well-known anti-religious propagandist L. I. Klimovich.
It is really difficult to escape an important conclusion basing on history of the Islamic Studies Department
of Petrograd University as given in the present article.
Today the question about the Islamic Studies Department foundation is more urgent then hundred years ago.
Foundation of such department on the basis of one of the
oldest centres of Orientalists' training in Russia — the
Oriental Faculty of St. Petersburg State University —
from our point of view, would not be only a tribute to
tradition, but also a necessary measure directed on
strengthening the Oriental studies at the University. It is
necessary to attract scientists not only from Russia, but
also from abroad, actively interact both with educational
and academic structures, where the successors of tradition, founded by Alexander Ơduardovich Schmidt —
Russian specialist in Islamic studies number one, keep
working.
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